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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a group and S a set of groups. Then G is said to be residually 
S if for every non-trivial element g of G there is an epimorphism d from 
G to some group in S such that & is non-trivial. Much attention has 
centred on the determination of sets S of finite simple groups such that all 
non-cyclic free groups are residually S, and in particular on sets S of pro- 
jective special linear groups PSL,,(q) with n 2 2 which have this property 
(see [2, 4&10]). It is known from results of Gorchakov and Levchuk 121, 
Levchuk [.5, 61, Pride [IO], and Lubotsky [7] that all non-cyclic free 
groups arc residually S if S contains any of the following: 
(a) infinitely many groups PSL,,(q) with q a prime power and with 
n=2 or ~=3; 
(b) infinitely many groups PSL,,( 17) with p prime and with ?I > 3 a 
fixed odd integer: 
(c) the set i PSL,,( p’); p prime 1. for some positive integers 12 > 2 
and h-: 
(d) the set iPSL,,(p’); k~Ni). for some prime ,D and some integer 
n > 2. 
Our object here is to establish that y’S is anon infinite set of groups PSL,,(y) 
+ritk n 3 2 therr everj~ non-qdir, ,frw groirp is re.siduuII~~ S. 
WC now describe the results which combine to yield the above assertion. 
The first is 
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It is well known that if S is any class of groups then all non-cyclic free 
groups are residually S provided that the free group of rank two (or indeed 
the free product of an infinite cyclic group and a cyclic group of order nr 
for some integer nr > 1) is residually S. (See [6, 41: the argument for the 
free product is given only for I)I = 2 but it extends easily to the general 
case.) Therefore, in studying sets S consisting of groups PSL,,(y), we may 
by Theorem 1 restrict attention to sets S consisting of groups PSL,,(q) with 
II a fixed integer, and from results in the first paragraph we may assume 
that II > 4. In fact, easy variations on the results described below yield a 
proof also in the case II = 3. 
WC fix II 24 and consider the group SL,,(Z[.u]), where .Y is an indeter- 
minate. As usual we write CJ,, for matrix with (i, ,j)-entry 1 and all other 
entries zero, and we regard the alternating group A,, as embedded in 
SL,,(.Z[.\-1) in the obvious fashion as the group of even permutation 
matrices, so that a permutation 71 is identified with the matrix C:‘_, c,,,,. 
We define 




(1, 2, . ..) 11) if n is odd, 
c7= (1,2, . . . . n- 1) if n is even. 
Clearly g is an element of SL,, (Z[X]) of infinite order, and it commutes 
with T, so that tg too has infinite order. We shall prove 
THEOREM 2. Tlzr subgroup P = (0, rg) of’ SL,,(Z[s]) is isorwrphic to 
tlw ,fi-w product of the groups (a) cm/ (rg ). 
Now let K be a finite field and let E. be a generator for the multiplicative 
group K\O. The epimorphism 
in which .Y is mapped to i. induces a homomorphism 
02,: SL,,(Z[.Y]) -+ SL,,(K). 
We shall prove 
THEOREM 3. Zf’char K > 11 3 4 th O;f, mups P onto SL,,(K). 
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We therefore have an abundant supply of epimorphisms from the free 
product P to groups PSL,,(K). 
Let S be an infinite set of groups PSL,,(q) and define 
x = {q; PSL,,(y) E s)-. 
We suppose first that x contains only finitely many powers of p for each 
prime p. It will follow that P (and therefore every non-cyclic free group) 
is residually S if the intersection N of the kernels of all epimorphisms Qi,, 
with IK) E x and char K 3 n satisfies N n P = I. Now the elements of ker t!Ig, 
are congruent to scalar matrices (i.e., scalar multiples of the identity 
matrix) modulo ker oh.,,, and so the elements of N are congruent to scalar 
matrices modulo Z, where 
It is rather easy to see that I=0 (see Lemma 5 below); thus N consists of 
scalar matrices, so that the subgroup N n P is central in the free product 
P and therefore is trivial, as required. 
There remains the case when x contains infinitely many powers of some 
prime p. It is very likely that in this case too one could use a direct 
approach by finding a suitable free product in the appropriate linear group; 
however, it is more convenient, primarily because of the restriction on 
char K in Theorem 3, to invoke two rather deep theorems. For each field 
K with 1 KI E )[ and with char K = p we take an epimorphism 
and consider the induced homomorphism 
6’;: SL,,(F, [x]) --f SL,,(K). 
By [ 12, Theorem 41 the group SL,,( [F,, [.x]) has a Zariski-dense subgroup 
Q which is free of rank two, and by a theorem of Weisfeilcr [13], 
Qc+~:. = SL,,( K) for all but finitely many K. Since the intersection of any 
infinite family of ideals of E,,[.Y] is zero we conclude as above that 
P n n Per 4:; IKl E;C,char K=p)= 1 
and that Q is residually S. Once again we may conclude that all non-cyclic 
free groups are residually S. Our task is therefore reduced to the proof of 
Theorems 1,2, and 3. 
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2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The results in our first three lemmas are all either elementary or known. 
Assertion (b) in Lemma 2 is proved in Wielandt [ 14, Theorem 13.31, while 
in Lemma 3 assertion (a) is a famous result of Dickson [ I] (see Gorenstein 
[3, Theorem 2.8.4]), and assertion (b) follows immediately from it on 
replacing i. by iv’ and conjugating in GL, (K) by the matrix (l, ‘1). 
LEMMA 1. Let V he u vector-space und let V, , v, he .suhspaces suth thut 
v= v, @ v2. If M,, a7 ure elemmts of‘ GL( V) swh rhur V,sr, = V, ,fbr 
i, ,j= 1, 2 und such thul x, acts us fhe idcntit?* on V, ,fbr i = 1, 2, then rhc 
c’onlmlltator [x, , xz] is the iden1il!. on V. 
LEMMA 2. (a) Ler CX,, z? be permutations of u sef SI! and suppose rhur 
tm, #to # (c)r2 ,for ,jusf one element to E Q. Then [‘xi, cc?] is a 3-q~ck. 
(b) [f G is u primitiw group of permututions of’ N fi’nitc .wt Q and lf 
G contuins a 3-qde then G is either the ulfcrnuting group or the .symmefric 
group on 52. 
(c) If’ n > 3 then the ulrernukg group A,, is grncrufed h,~* ( 1, 2, . . . . n ) 
und (n - 2, n - 1, n) if’n is odd and hj, (1, 2, . . . . n) unfl (n - 2, 17 ~ 1, n) if’11 
is eccri. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose fhuf K is u,finite,field ,r,ith lKI odd und 1 KI # 9. 
(a) [f i. is a non-zero ,fi:tdd genrrutor jbr K flzen SL,( K) is gmerorcd 
h,, the mufriws 
i i 1 0 I > Ulld ! 0 1 1 1 
(b) Jf’r is a positive integer und i,’ is u non-zero ,fi’rld genertrtor fbr K 
then SLz (K) is generutd hi, the matrice.s 
LEMMA 4. Let K he a ,fi:nite ,fkld. 
(a) If n 3 4 unu’ i i.s u non-zero ,fi’eld gcnerutor ,fbr K then SL,,(K) is 
generated by A ,, und 1 + Jr, z. 
(b) Suppose rhut / KI i.s odd and 1 Kl # 9. If’ i E K and jb’ i.s N non-zero 
field generator ,for K then SL, (K) is gcneruted h?, A i und I •t Ie ,z. 
Proof: It is well known that for IZ 3 3 and all finite fields K the group 
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SL,,(K) is generated by (1 +itr,,; ~EK, i#,j), and so by A,, and the set 
{l+pe,,;p~K, (i,,j)=(l,21). Wedefine 
where 1 is a field generator. It will follow that SL,, (K) is generated by A ,, 
and 1 + >.r,? if K, is a subtield, because then K, = K, and so (A,,, 1 + Ac,~) 
contains both 
1 + pc,z and [(1 $/U!,,)“.“.i’, (1 +e.J1.3.?‘] = 1 +/D?,, 
for all ,V E K. If ,u, r E K, then p + v E K, since 
1 + (p + ll)f~,~ = (1 +/le,,)( 1 + VL’l), 
and so it is enough to show that ,UV E K, This holds if n 3 4, because then 
[(I + pe,2)(2.3.4’, (1 + w,z)“.3-4q = 1 + jDr,2. 
If instead II= 3 and the hypotheses in (b) hold, then the subgroup 
H= (A,, 1 + ix,,) contains 1 + 1.~~~ and I + ic,, and hence contains their 
commutator 1 + ids,, . Thus by Lemma 3 the subgroup H contains all 
H contains 1 + cIz block matrices (i y) with h E SL?(K) and in particular 
and 1 + c,, Thus 1 + c,, E H for i #,j, and H contains 
1 + p,, = [I + pe,2, 1 + c23] an d 1 + L’ejz = [ 
Therefore H contains 
as required. 
LEMMA 5. Let x he un ir$nite set of’ prime powers contuining on/~ 
finit&- tnun>~ poitws qf’ each prime, let II 30 and define the ideul I of 
I = fl (ker H,, ; 1 K1 E x> char K > II, ;. u genwrrtor.fbr K‘\,O), 
n-here the mups H,, art] defined us in the Introduction. Then I = 0. 
ProoJ Suppose instead that I # 0 and let T/l be the Z-torsion ideal of 
B[s],/Z. Then e(T/I) = 0 for some integer P>O since Z[r] is noetherian. 
Moreover the set 
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is infinite, and if IKK( ezl and i. is a generator for K’,$O then ker 0,; 3 T. 
Since T # 0 the epimorphism 
mapping .Y to 1 @ (Ts s) is not injective, and so Q On (Z[.x]jT) has finite 
dimension, I say, over Q. Thus every quotient of h[.u];‘T of prime exponent 
has rank at most 1. 
Now fix K with lKI = pk E 1,. If I,, . . . . I,, are the (distinct) ideals which 
are kernels of maps OK,,, then 
/ II 
Z[.Y] //// n z,z & Z[.Y]/‘Z, 
’ ,=o , = 0 
by the Chinese remainder theorem, and so hk d I. However, two maps eh.j-, 
(I+ have the same kernel if and only if 2, /l have the same minimal polyno- 
mial over the prime field IF,,, and given i. there are h- such elements p. 
Therefore h = (l/k) d( lKl - 1 ), where 4 is Euler’s function, and so 
& IRl - 1) < 1. However, this yields a bound on I KI, and a contradiction 
ensues since x, is infinite. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In Theorem I we are given an element \I‘# 1 of the free group F on .Y, .r’ 
and we must find an integer n,, such that for any tz > n,, and for any finite 
field K there is an epimorphism d, from F to PSL,,(k) with u*d, # 1. NOW it’ 
is conjugate to an element s’ with i # 0, an element ~3’ with ,j # 0, or a word 
y’,‘” .y”,“l with i, #O and ,jl, # 0 for each li < I, (1) 
where I > 0. If 4s is an epimorphism such that [x’, J] d # 1 then .~‘q5 # 1, and 
similarly if [I, ~~‘14 # 1 then ,r,‘d # 1. So it suffices to prove the theorem in 
the case when 11’ has the form (1) above. 
Now let K be a finite field, of characteristic p, say, and let V be a finite 
vector space over K. We shall describe the construction of an epimorphism 
from F to SL( V) such that 11.4 is not in the centre of SL( V), subject to 
some numerical conditions on dim C, and afterwards we explain why these 
conditions are met for dim V sufficiently large. The construction uses ideas 
similar to those of Tamburini and Wilson [ 111. 
Suppose that we have integers d, n?, v with 0 < d < tr1 and r 3 5 such that 
tn is prime to 10 and r is prime to 2p, such that 
0, .jr , (1, .ji, + dare incongruent modulo tn for k < I 
0, 1, d, d + 1 are incongruent modulo 5 
(2) 
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and such that 
I’ does not divide i, for each k 6 1. (3) 
Define a = r - 1. Suppose that n is an integer of the form 1 + MS + 5t, where 
.Y 3 (2 + 1 )N and f > 0, and write 
.r+r=(/, - I)a+rr,. 
where 0 < N, d (I. 
Now let the K-vector-space C’ have dimension II and let CZ be a basis for 
V. We regard Symm R as embedded in GL( V) in the obvious fashion. 
Write Q = U; ‘{, P,, where P,, = ( vo), jP,j =nr for 1 <k<.s and lP,/ =5 
for s <k d s + t. We let /I be any element of Symm Q which permutes each 
set P, transitively and fixes all other elements of R. Since the orbits of B 
have odd length, 11 E Alt Q ,( SL( V). For k 3 1 fix uA E P, and define 
uh./?‘h if k = u/z for some 12 6 I 
\‘t = &/Ii’ otherwise if k 6 s (4) 
Ilk/l if .Y < k < .r + t. 
We set E={u,.r,;k>l). Thus by (2) we have u,#rr for each k and 
En EIJd= fa. 
Let /.E K\O be a field generator for K. We choose two elements 
X, , TX? E Symm R as follows: let x, have orbit 
and fix the remaining elements of 52, and let x2 have orbits 
and 
and fix the remaining elements of Q. Thus c(, , x2 each have order Y = n + 1. 
We also insist that 
Y()%; = u,, and v~,,%‘“-’ = u 2 (h + 1 ,I, for ldk<I. (5) 
This is possible since i, is not a multiple of r for each k, by (3). Since Y is 
odd we have M, E Alt Sz and SI: E Alt Q. We let r3 E SL( V) be the map acting 
with matrix (,!, { ) on the space with basis (I’,, rz) and fixing all elements of 
QY{l~,. I’,). and we define x = SI, x2zj. Therefore CI E SL( V). 
We observe that CI,, c(~, c[~ affect disjoint subsets of E u { 11~~) and 
%/1”‘, # $’ affect disjoint subsets of E/7’u iv,,].. Thus by Lemma 1 all of 
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the maps CI,, 2:’ commute except CL,, UT’. So if we define ;I = [r, ~““1, then 
*I = I C~,, UT’]. and this is a 3-cycle by Lemma 2(a). Moreover 
r”=(r,~~)“~Alt.C? 
We consider the subgroup H = (cY”, /I) of Alt Sz. Each orbit Q of H on 
n is a union of sets P,. Since (p, Y) = 1, the permutation CX” has the same 
orbits as 2, z2, and an inspection of these orbits shows that if P, d Q then 
P i, + , d Q if k d I,, while P, , d Q if k 3 1. Thus Q = C? and H is transitive. 
Next we observe that H is primitive. Suppose that I’ is a block with 
P,, < f < Sz. Since /I fixes v(, it fixes 1; so that I’ is a union of sets P, and 
in particular P, < r for some k 3 1. Since P, has points fixed by ,x” we see 
that z” too fixes f. Thus r= SL by transitivity. The subgroup (z”, 8, ;)) 
of Alt Q is therefore a primitive subgroup containing a 3-cycle and so 
equals Alt R by Lemma 2(b). We conclude from Lemma 4(a) that 
(2. /j) = SL( V). Now s(“/I” x”/)‘~ maps lx,, to 11, by (4) and (5) so that 
this element is not in the centre of SL( C’), and the existence of a map from 
F to SL,,(K) with the required properties follows. 
It now remains to explain why this construction can be carried out for 
all sufficiently large tr. We return to the choice of the integers rl, HZ, r above. 
Let 
M = max( Ii, 1, l.j,,I: k <I). 
First choose (1% 2 or a’= 3 mod 5 with rl# i,jk j for each k; this can certainly 
be done with rl< I + 4. Thus for each k the integers 0, jn. cl, ,ji, + d are dis- 
tinct, and if we choose tn to be prime to 10 with M + d< IPI < ,21+ n+ 4 
then all conditions on (1, m are satisfied. If r is prime to 2p and 





then we have 
n> 1 + ((I+ l)U+4)t?z. 
Let tr’ = n - (1 + (I+ 1 )u). Then n’ 3 4m and the numbers n’ ~ .s’m with 
.s’ = 0. 1, 2, 3.4 are incongruent modulo 5. Thus n’ = tns’ + 5t for some 
.s’. t 3 0 and we can write 
n= 1 +nz.r+5r, 
where s > (I + 1) LI and t > 0. as required. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We recall that n 3 4 and that the elements g, r, cr of SL,, (Z[.u] ) are 
defined as follows: 
O-= (l,....n-I) i 
(1, . ..) n) if n is odd, 
if n is even. 
We must show that the subgroups (a) and (rg) generate a group 
isomorphic to their free product. Every word in u and TK in the free 
product is conjugate to an element of (a), to an element of (TR). or to 
an element of the form 
CT”(Tg)” .-.CJ"(Tg)" with O<i,<la/ and i,#O foreachkdl, (6) 
where l>O. It will therefore suffice to show that no product of the form (6) 
in SL,,(Z[.u]) equals the identity matrix. We use the argument of the proof 
of Lemma 1 in Pride [lo]. 
Consider a product a’(rg)’ with 0 <i< /o/ and ,i#O. We have 
= cr’~’ + C ,j.wk, = (TIT’+ c ,jsr,,, 
kflri x t Ii 
where h = n + 1 - i if ?I is odd and h = 17 - i if IZ is even. Thus the (1, I )-entry 
of this matrix is a polynomial in x of degree one, the other entries in the 
first column have degree at most one, and the remaining matrix entries are 
all 0 or 1. 
Let us call a matrix in SL,,(Z[.u]) r-dominant if its ( I. 1 )-entry is a poly- 
nomial of degree r, if each other entry in the first row has degree less than 
I’, and if no entry has degree greater than r. It is easy to check that if u is 
r-dominant and c is s-dominant then UD is (r + s)-dominant. The calcula- 
tion above shows that each matrix a’(rg)’ with 0 < i< In/ and .i# 0 is 
l-dominant. It follows that the product (6) is /-dominant, and so is not the 
identity matrix. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
We remark that if instead n = 3 then the above argument shows that the 
group (a. ,y) is isomorphic to the free product of (a) and (s). This 
result and Theorem 4 below may be used to give another proof that non- 
cyclic free groups are residually S for any infinite set S of groups PSL,((I). 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We shall deduce Theorem 3 from the following result. 
Prot$ We argue by induction on n. Let G = (A,,, g) and G, = 
<A,, , , R). Thus the elements of G, can be regarded as block matrices of 
the form 
17 0 
i i * 1’ 
where II E SL,, l (K), where 0 represents a zero column vector of length 
n - 1 and where * represents a row vector of length II - I. Every matrix 
I? E SL,, 1 (K) appears as the upper left block in some element of G, : if 
n = 3 this follows from Lemma 3(b) since G, contains 
i L 21 0 1 0 1 ! and 
and if n > 3 it follows by induction. Let 
i 0 1 i. A 10, 0 1 i 
u=&)(l; . ..) 1)EK” ’ 
An easy calculation shows that the set of h such that (I,C/l’ ,) 0)~ G, is a 
subgroup of SL,, ~, (K). However this set contains a generating set for 
SL,, , (K): the set ((I y), (,‘, {-)I if II = 3, since for example 
(1. I)((;” ;I-l);(l.,O,; 
and the set A,,~~,u{l+~~=li.e,,), which is a generating set by induc- 
tion, if II > 3. Hence (( ,,,,” , , ‘,‘) E G, for all h E SL,, , (K). We take h to be 
the block matrix 
where II = E SLz(K). 
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We have u(/r - 1) = 0. since each column of h - 1 has sum 0. and so 
h 0 
! ! 0 I EG, <G. 
Let h be the column vector of length n ~ 1 with each entry i,. The matrix 
(:, f) belongs to G, being a conjugate of SC by an element of A,,. Hence G 
contains the commutator 
The top two entries of (1 -h)h are those of 
and the remaining entries are 0. We conclude that 
I + 2i(~?,~ -P,,,) E G. 
If n>3 and 3<,j<n- 1 then we also have 
I + 2i(rz,, -P,,,)= (( I +2/l(rz,,-to,,,)) ‘)“.“.“EG. 
Therefore for all II 2 3 the subgroup G contains the product 
! 
2,) I I 
n ( 1 + 2/-(f~~,~ - e,,!)) = 1 + 2). “1 cA,, + “I’ ~A(cJ~,~ ~ e,,,) 
,= I i=I i 1 
= 1 + 2(/Z - 1 ) Pz,,. 
Since p is odd and p 2 n, the matrix 1 + kc>,,, is a power of the above matrix 
and so lies in G. The result now follows from Lemma 4. 
COROLLARY. Let K he (I fi’nitr ,field of’ churucttvYstic p > 3 und kt 
i. E K\,%O he such that wch of i,‘, 1.’ is (I ,fkid gmcuotor ,fbr K. If’ 3 < n < p 
then SL,, (K) is grtwrutctl b>, ( 1. . . . . II ) CIIR~ (II - 2. II - 1. II) 2 if’ II is odd, rrnd 
I??, ( 1. . . . . t? ~ I ) urzri (n - 2. II - I. 17) 2 if’11 is Pr~tl, ~t~lxw ,(: = 1 + >. 2;’ 1 o/, , 
Proof: Since (n - 2, n - 1, n) and 2 have coprime orders and commute, 
the group generated by the two elements in the statement contains both 2 
and (17 ~ 2, n ~ 1. n), and either (1, .__, 11) or (1. ___. n ~ I), depending on 
whether II is even or odd, Thus by Lemma 2(c) the result follows from 
Theorem 4. 
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We remark that if p divides IZ - 1 then the group (A,,, S) discussed 
above consists of matrices each of whose columns has sum 1. Therefore the 
hypothesis that n 6 p in Theorem 4 and the corollary is indispensable. 
Now suppose that K is a finite field and that I. is a generator for the 
group K\O. Then jb2 generates a multiplicative group of order at least 
$( IRl - 1) and a subfield of order at least i( I#1 - 1) + 1, and it follows that 
1.’ is a field generator for K. Similarly the subfield generated by i” is a sub- 
group of K of index at most 2, and so i” is a field generator if K has 
odd order. Theorem 3 follows directly from this remark and the above 
corollary. 
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